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In biology there is a scientific field that develops methods and software tools for

organizing and analyzing biological data. That field is bioinformatics and it

combines computer science with other fields in order to study biological data

and processes which in turn can provide meaningful information on genomic

sequences. Currently, there is a software called PlotViz3, a three-dimensional

data point browser, which can be helpful for scientists in the field of

bioinformatics.

PlotViz3 can be used to interactively discover intrinsic structures efficiently of

which are high-dimensional and contain large volumes of data. This means that

scientists will be able to find the correlations between the DNA sequence

clusters that they have data for more effectively than their previous methods

such as phylogenetic trees. This software should be accessible to every scientist

working in bioinformatics but has yet to be put out there for them because the

process is not easily done. Once it is basic enough for simple execution then

scientist will have a new and more efficient tool for analyzing organism's

genomic sequences.

The purpose of this project is to add parallelization support to the code for

multithreading PlotViz3. The code in the software uses the C++ programming

language which is what we shall be using to make improvements. In the end,

adding this support will speed up the virtualization process in the software and

make it less time consuming when looking for results quickly and efficiently.

Design

Adding in parallelization support for multithreading within PlotViz3 using

multi-core processing will undoubtedly assist in speeding the process the

software goes through when rendering data. Multi-core processing is essentially

multiple processes running all at once rather than one process at a time which is

more time consuming when data is needed quickly. In order to find out how to

add the parallelization support into the code, the environment had to be built

onto the system that is being used. Through an Integrated Development

Environment (IDE) the code has to be thoroughly read through and understood.

Only then can the code be altered and updated. Then a testing a phase is required

to make sure that any improvement to the speed of the software has been made.

PlotViz3 and It’s Code

Methods

Building the environment for PlotViz3’s code was the first step in the research

process. The steps to build the environment in the Windows 7 Ultimate 64 Bit

operating system are as follows:

1. Download and install Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, CMAKE, and NSIS.

2. Download and extract pviz3 and pviz3dev files to the root directory.

3. Add a new folder in pviz3dev called "workspace".

4. Open the Control Panel, go to System Security and click on System.

5. In System, click on Advanced System Settings.

6. In the Advanced tab click on Environment Variables.

7. Click New located under User Variables for (Username).

8. Add "PVIZ3DEV_HOME" for variable name and "C:\pviz3dev" for variable

value and click OK.

Conclusion

The research was only half completed but has helped in making sure that work 

can be continued off of it. We were able to find the necessary components which 

can help in applying parallelization support to PlotViz3. With these components 

in place, future researchers tasked to this project will be able to only focus on 

finding out which pieces of the code should be changed and testing to see if it 

works.
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Fig 1: The visualization of genomic sequences in PlotViz3

Fig 2: A portion of PlotViz3’s code

9. Add "PVIZ3_SRC" for variable name and "C:\pviz3" for variable value and

click OK.

10. Type in "PVIZ3DEV_WORKSPACE" for variable name and

"C:\pviz3dev\workspace" for variable value and click OK.

11. Click OK to exit out of Environment Variables and exit out of Advanced

System Settings.

12. Logout of computer and log back in to set changes.

13. Open Visual Studio x64 Win64 Command Prompt (2010) by opening the

start menu and going to All Programs.

14. In All Programs, click on Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.

15. In Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, click on Visual Studio Tools and then click

on Visual Studio x64 Win64 Command Prompt (2010).

16. In the command prompt, type "cd %PVIZ3_SRC%\build" and press enter.

17. Type in "%PVIZ3_SRC%\config.bat" and press enter.

18. After the operation is complete, type "nmake" and press enter.

19. A solution file called PVIZ3(PVIZ3.sln) will be created for Visual Studio

2010 in this location: C:\pviz3\build-vs.

20. Open the solution file and build PACKAGE and INSTALL.

21. After they both succeed you are finished.

Once those steps were completed, we had to start reading the code to get a

general idea of what was used and what each piece of it was doing. Afterwards,

we had to find out what was needed to be done in order to multithread PlotViz3.

Research showed that three C++ header files, an object file library, and an

application extension should be added to Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. Those

files are a necessity since they allow us to add parallelization support to the

code. Once the files were added it was just a matter of looking over the code and

finding what were the best possible parts to change.


